Abstract. Stochastic (or probabilistic) programming is an optimization technique in which the constraints and/or the objective function of an optimization problem contains random variables. The mathematical models of these problems may follow any particular probability distribution for model coefficients. The objective here is to determine the proper values for model parameters influenced by random events. In this study, Differential Evolution (DE) and its two recent variants LDE1 and LDE2 are presented for solving multi objective linear stochastic programming (MOSLP) problems, having several conflicting objectives. The numerical results obtained by DE and its variants are compared with the available results from where it is observed that the DE and its variants significantly improve the quality of solution of the given considered problem in comparison with the quoted results in the literature.
Introduction
Stochastic programming (SP) is a mathematical programming where stochastic element is present in the data. In contrast to deterministic mathematical programming where the data (coefficients) are known numbers in stochastic programming these numbers follow a probability distribution. Thus we can say that SP is a framework for modeling optimization problems that involve uncertainty. The goal here is to find some policy that is feasible for all (or almost all) the possible data instances and maximizes the expectation of some function of the decisions and the random variables. More generally, such models are formulated, solved analytically or numerically, and analyzed in order to provide useful information to a decision-maker.
In the recent past, SP has been applied to the problems having multiple, conflicting and non-commensurable objectives where generally there does not exist a single solution which can optimize all the objectives. Several methods for solving MultiObjective Stochastic Linear Programming (MOSLP) problems and their applications to various fields are available in literature [1] - [7] . Most of the probabilistic models assume normal distribution for model coefficients. Sahoo and Biswal [8] presented some deterministic equivalents for the probabilistic problem involving normal and log-normal random variables for joint constraints. Charles et al. [9] addressed different forms of distributions like Power Function distribution, Pareto distribution, Beta distribution of first kind, Weibull distribution and Burr type XII distribution. In the present study we have followed the models proposed by Charles et al. [9] and have solved them using Differential Evolution algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the classical DE, LDE1 and LDE2 algorithms. The problem definition is given in section 3. In section 4; the experimental settings and numerical results are discussed. Finally the paper concludes with section 5.
Differential Evolution Algorithms

Classical Differential Evolution (DE)
Differential Evolution [10] is a population based metaheuristics that has been consistently ranked as one of the best search algorithm for solving benchmark as well as real life problems in several case studies.
A general DE variant may be denoted as DE/X/Y/Z, where X denotes the vector to be mutated, Y specifies the number of difference vectors used and Z specifies the crossover scheme which may be binomial (bin) or exponential (exp). Throughout the study we shall consider the mutation strategy DE/rand/1/bin [10] . In order to increase the diversity of the perturbed parameter vectors, crossover is introduced. The parent vector is mixed with the mutated vector to produce a trial vector 
Thus, each individual of the advance (trial) population is compared with its counterpart in the current population. The one with the lower objective function value will survive from the tournament selection to the population of the next generation. As a result, all the individuals of the next generation are as good as or better than their counterparts in the current generation.
Laplace Differential Evolution (LDE)
The LDE algorithms are proposed by Thangaraj et al. [11] . These algorithms differ from the classical DE in the mutation phase in a twofold manner. These schemes make use the absolute weighted difference between the two vector points in place of the usual vector difference as in classical DE and secondly, in LDE schemes amplification factor, F (of the usual DE), is replaced by L, a random variable following Laplace distribution.
The mutation schemes of LDE1 and LDE2 algorithms are defined as follows:
In LDE1 scheme, the base vector is the one having the best fitness function value; whereas the other two individuals are randomly selected.
LDE2 Scheme
In LDE2 scheme, mutant vector using equation (4) and the basic mutant vector equation are applied probabilistically using a predefined value. A random variable following normal distribution U(0,1) is generated. If it is less than 0.5 then LDE1 scheme is applied otherwise Eqn. (1) is applied.
Both the modified versions, LDE1 and LDE2 have reportedly given good performances for solving benchmark as well as real life problems [11] .
Problem Definition
Mathematical model of a constrained MOSLP may be given as [9] :
Where 0 < p < 1 is usually close to 1. It has been assumed that the parameters a ij and c j are deterministic constants and b i are random variables. For more details the interested reader may please refer to [9] . In the present study, we have considered the two test problems which are used in [9] . These problems are multi-objective stochastic linear programming problems involving random variables following different distributions. 
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Experimental Settings and Numerical Results
Parameter Settings
DE has three main control parameters; population size, crossover rate Cr and Scaling factor F which are fixed as 50, 0. 5 and 0.5 respectively. For LDE schemes the scaling factor is a random variable, L, following Laplace distribution. For each algorithm, the stopping criterion is to terminate the search process when the maximum number of generations is reached (assumed 1000 generations). Constraints are handled according to the approach based on repair methods suggested in [12] . A total of 50 runs for each experimental setting were conducted and the best solution throughout the run was recorded as global optimum. Results obtained by basic DE and LDE versions are also compared with previously quoted results [9] .
Numerical Results
We have considered four test cases in each of the test problems. Since, 2 λ , and 3 λ are dependent variables.
The numerical results of the given two test problems MOSLP1 and MOSLP2 are recorded in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The best solution obtained by DE and LDE algorithms for MOSLP1 in terms of optimal decision variable values and objective function value are given in Table 1 . For the test case (i), the performance of LDE1 is better than all the other algorithms. For the remaining 3 test cases, LDE2 performs better than other compared algorithms. If we compare the LDE algorithms with classical DE algorithm then from the numerical results we can see that LDE algorithms are superior with classical DE algorithm. There is an improvement of 52% in objective function value when the problem is solved by LDE2 in comparison with the quoted result [9] , where the problem is solved by Genetic Algorithm. The results of test problem MOSLP2 are given in Table 2 . From this table also we can see that LDE2 algorithm is superior with others in all the test cases. The improvement of LDE2 algorithm in comparison with the results in the literature is 141%. Figure 1 shows the performance of DE and LDE algorithms in terms of objective function value. 
Conclusion
The Stochastic Programming is an optimization technique in which the constraints and/or the objective function of an optimization problem contains certain random variables following different probability distributions. In the present study DE and two of its recent variants LDE1 and LDE2 are used to solve two constrained multiobjective stochastic linear programming problems. Four test cases were considered with respect to the weighing factors and the results were produced in terms of objective function value and decision variable values. From the experimental results it was observed that the DE algorithm and its variants significantly improve the quality of solution of the considered problems in comparison with the quoted results in the literature. As expected the modified versions LDE1 and LDE2 performed better than the basic version of DE because of the presence of the Laplace mutation operator. In conclusion we can say that DE's present an attractive option for solving stochastic programming problems.
